FOR VIETNAMESE SCHOOLS

#1 DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING PLATFORM.
FROM FINLAND

Greetings, All Innovative Education Leaders!
Dear Sir/ Madam,
I’m writing to you today about a Finnish Education Innovation that we have rolled out worldwide. We
have been following Vietnam’s Future Education plans for some time, and with great interest. The
Finnish Innovation I have referred to above is called Finland Math. It is a pedagogical concept by
Eduten, a spin-off from University of Turku, one of Finland’s oldest and largest universities, and
ranked among the top 1% globally.

Proven Impact on
Learning results

The Best Learning
Analytics in the World

Up to 20% improvement to
grades proven by 12 years
of university research.

AI based learning analytics provide
unparalleled visibility to individual
learning processes.

Maximised Teacher
Efficiency
Automates and adapts to teachers'
existing workflows. Easy to
customise for any curriculum.

Finland Math and Eduten Playground have been rolled out worldwide and are now successfully used in
neighbouring Baltic countries, Australia, Oman, UK, Qatar, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Jordan, Brasil,
Argentina, Thailand, Nepal, Namibia, Nigeria, the UAE and India. The platform has proven to
significantly improve students’ mathematical skills and performance in all countries.
The University of Turku and Eduten have co-operated with many governments such as Finland,
Lithuania, Hong Kong, the UAE . We would like to introduce Finland Math and Eduten Playground to
your school. We are more than willing to answer your questions about our research projects, learning
results in different countries and how to bring the No.1 global education system, from Finland, to
your school.

Warm regards,
Mohammad Shabbir
Founder, CEO

Greetings from GOInternational Finland!
Dear Sir/ Madam,
GOI Finland is the Distributor of Eduten cloud-based software platform for educational purposes in Vietnam. Our mission
is to drive cross-border market entry and internationalise of Finnish and Nordic innovation to global markets. Edutech Education Technology is one of our main focus segments.
I am writing to introduce our Vietnamese partner, Song Ngan Ltd. Co., and to establish a relationship with you and
your school/ organization. Song Ngan Ltd. Co. is a Hanoi-based company with three years of experience in education
projects including teaching English through Apax software, Minecraft for education and teaching critical thinking using
math for kindergarten and primary school students, Eduten Playground for Vietnamese schools, etc.
The Eduten Vietnam project is run by experienced team leaders:
Nguyen Tien Dat is a Master Graduate of Commerce from Swinburne University (2011). He went on to become Founder,
CEO of Phat Dat real estate company (2004-2010); Lecturer of Long An University (2011-2015); Teacher of Cambridge
Math Program and Minecraft for Education program(2015-present), CEO of Song Ngan (2016-present). Dat is also a
Microsoft Innovative Educator and participated in many training including teacher training, Microsoft Office tools,
Minecraft for Education, Kodu Game Lab.
Le Bich Ngoc has 10 years of experience in the education sector. She is the author of 80 books about math for
kindergarten and primary, junior, high school students; Speaker of many educational conferences; Director of PoMath
Center (2016-2017); Training and Programme Development Specialist for Vinpearl Kids Club project (2017-2018);
Training Director (2018-present) of CMS Company.
Song Ngan Ltd. Co. is our contact point in Vietnam, and responsible for introducing Eduten Playground/ Finland Math to
Vietnamese schools and educational organizations. Additionally, Song Ngan is in charge of product usage support,
training, and are entrusted to maintain high standards of customer service that reflect positively on the reputation of
GOI Finland and Eduten in Vietnam.
As an international team, our mission is to bring the No.1 global education system, from Finland, to your school.

Warm regards,
Mohammad Shabbir
Founder, CEO

Greetings from GOInternational Finland!
Dear Sir/ Madam,
GOI Finland is the Distributor of Eduten cloud-based software platform for educational purposes in Vietnam. Our mission
is to drive cross-border market entry and internationalise of Finnish and Nordic innovation to global markets. Edutech Education Technology is one of our main focus segments.
I am writing to introduce our Vietnamese partner, ATA Education Investment Joint Stock Company (ATA
Education JSC), and to establish a relationship with you and your school/ organization. Based in Ho Chi Minh City, ATA
Education JSC is a company with almost five years of experience in education.
The Eduten Vietnam project is run by experienced team leaders:
Nguyen Thi Kim Huong is a Master Graduate of Bolton University (UK). Since the beginning of her career, she has
been involved in many education projects including Southern Layte University, Tra Vinh university, Topica education
(2012-2015). She was co-founder of Sai Gon College of Accounting, Finance and Informatics (2004-2015), Apad Leader
Operation Manager (2018), CMS Operation Manager (2018-2019), Eduten Playground for Vietnamese schools (2019),
etc.
Le Bich Ngoc has 10 years of experience in the education sector. She is the author of 80 books about math for
kindergarten and primary, junior, high school students; Speaker of many educational conferences; Director of PoMath
Center (2016-2017); Training and Programme Development Specialist for Vinpearl Kids Club project (2017-2018);
Training Director (2018-present) of CMS Company.
ATA SJC is our contact point in Vietnam, and responsible for introducing Eduten Playground/ Finland Math to Vietnamese
schools and educational organizations. Additionally, ATA SJC is in charge of product usage support, training, and are
entrusted to maintain high standards of customer service that reflect positively on the reputation of GOI Finland and
Eduten in Vietnam.
As an international team, our mission is to bring the No.1 global education system, from Finland, to your school.

Warm regards,
Mohammad Shabbir
Founder, CEO

Finnish Education System is the Best in the World
Equal access to high-quality education
The main objective of Finnish education policy is to offer all citizens equal opportunities to receive
education. The structure of the education system reflects these principles. The system is highly
permeable; that is, there are no dead-ends preventing progression to higher levels of education.
The focus in education is on learning rather than testing. There are no national tests for pupils in basic
education in Finland. Instead, teachers are responsible for assessment in their respective subjects
based on objectives included in the curriculum. The only national examination, the matriculation
examination, is held at the end of general upper secondary education. Commonly, admission to higher
education is based on results from the matriculation examination and entrance tests.
Governance has been based on the principle of decentralisation since the early 1990s. Education
providers are responsible for practical teaching arrangements as well as the effectiveness and quality
of the education provided. Local authorities also determine how much autonomy is passed onto schools.
For example, budget management, acquisitions and recruitment are often the responsibility of the
schools.
Universities and universities of applied sciences (UAS) enjoy extensive autonomy. The operations of
both UAS and universities are built on the freedom of education and research. They organise their own
administration, decide on student admission and design the contents of degree programmes.
Most education and training is publically funded. There are no tuition fees at any level of education.
Additionally, in basic education, school materials, school meals and commuting are provided free of
charge. In upper secondary education, students pay for their books and transport.

What is Finland Math?
Fifty years ago, Finland decided to reform its entire
educational system. It took us decades to reach the top
of the PISA results and become one of the most
respected educational systems. This guide summarises
some of the key aspects of Finnish pedagogy (in a
mathematical context). It gives global educators ideas
and shortcuts to better education in their classrooms.
Imagine, a touch of Finland right in your backyard minus the long, dark winters and snow.
Before we dive into the key aspects of Finland Math, we want
to acknowledge similar pedagogical ideologies that are close
to ours. Take for instance, maths in Singapore. It’s no
surprise that Singapore has also done well in the PISA
results.
The major difference between the two methods, however,
comes from Finnish culture. It’s something we call "Sisu".
Sisu can be described as “a fire that burns through
anything” or the ability to “enable extraordinary action to
overcome mentally or physically challenging situations”.
Combine this with stress-free learning, and we have an
atmosphere that supports students to learn smarter, not
harder. A happy side benefit is that they happen to enjoy it
along the way.

We need to help today’s students become creative experts
that adapt and use their skills in situations that might
currently be unimaginable. This is why we need to embrace
a growth mindset, good self-efficacy and high motivation.
Finland Math and the Finnish educational system relies
heavily on scientific research and collaboration with
teachers. In fact, the foundation of a successful educational
system is in research based development. This has been the
case since the early days of the Finnish educational system.
The Finnish National Agency of Education states that this is
one of its longitudinal strategic focus points.

Finland has big dreams about spreading our educational
processes and pedagogy around the world- but we are also a
humble and practical people. Nobody’s suggesting that you
transform your whole curriculum overnight, hoping that it
will match the Finnish curriculum and world-famous
outcomes. We understand that there are lots of variables.
After all, we are mathematicians.

Finland Math is here to share the open secret of how we do
math. And in true practical Finnish spirit, we suggest using
this information as the first stepping stone to bringing a
touch of Finnish pedagogy straight to your own classroom.
This publication is the first in a series of publications
revealing the secrets of Finland Math.

Mathematics is the cornerstone of every field of science. Job
demand is predicted to grow in expert fields, including data
science, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
programming and IT. Across all these fields, adaptivity and a
strong grasp of mathematics and computational thinking are
crucial. Dell Institute for the Future estimates that 85% of
jobs that will exist in 2030 haven’t been invented yet.
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Bringing Finland Math to every classroom with Eduten Playground
Eduten Playground is a digital learning platform with scientifically proven impact on learning results and
grades. It also makes teachers' life easier with automated lesson planning and learning analytics. Eduten
Playground achieves all this by combining Finnish educational excellence with gamification and AI.

In Lithuania (2018)

In Dubai (2019)

39% improvement vs. control group in
mathematics performance

24.6% more improvement in mathematics
performance

In the core of Eduten Playground's learning impact is a carefully crafted learning environment that motivates
students to work more. Studies show that with Eduten Playground students solve up to 8 times more tasks
compared to pen and paper.
Scientific research about Eduten Playground’s impact:
www.learninganalytics.fi/en/publications
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Eduten
Playground
helps the
students
directly and
through
teachers

Maximised Teacher Efficiency
Survey of 2560 teachers in Spring 2018

Plan lessons with just
one click using a library
of 17,000 exercises
designed by Finnish
teachers

98.7% would like to keep
using Eduten Playground in
the next semester

Teachers save up to 4
weeks annually

Learning analytics
provide precise insights
to individual learning
processes

Exercises have been
customised to work in
any country around the
world
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For School Management

Data-driven decision
making for
progressive schools

Detect changes in
students' perception
faster with real-time
data

Tiered reporting
across school, city
districts, state- or
national level

Adaptable to any current curriculum

A general idea how Eduten Playground supplements instruction in school. Repeat weekly
during the schoolyear with readily made exercises available in Eduten Playground. The
above schedule is a suggestion.
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Automatic identify students' misconceptions

Using these misconceptions to maximise the quality and amount of positive and
constructive feedback provided to individual students.
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Get started with 5 simple steps !
Step 5: Result analysis
Experts from University of Turku
prepare a scientific report based
on students' results

Step 4: Start with students
Teachers & students use Eduten
Playground for 1 lesson/week +
homework

Step 3: Book Training Workshop
Eduten experts arrange an online
workshop through Skype,
Hangeouts, etc. for your teachers

Step 2: Collect info & Setup
We create a school, training
course & teacher accounts on
the platform and a Whatsapp
group between you and us

Step 1: Agrees to pilot
Choose 2 grades (3rd to 7th
grade) to start
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How does Eduten Playground work?
Every teacher and student logs using a web browser in their personal username and
password.
The teacher replaces one current weekly math lesson with Eduten Playground
Each grade has its own course, and each course includes one lesson for each week of
the year.
The teacher provides the exercises to the students with one mouse click.
Students play gamified exercises and earn trophies that keep the motivation up.
Teachers receive insightful learning analytics that help them to track and support
their students better.

How does the teacher workshop work?
It’s a 90-minute online training. Before the workshop, you will receive your Eduten Playground
login credentials to give you a chance to try out some of our exercises and games. The
workshop happens over a video call that you can participate from anywhere in the world.
During the workshop you’ll hear all about Eduten Playground’s pedagogy, impact, learning
analytics and how to use it. You will also have an opportunity to ask any questions that may
occur to you during the workshop. Afterwards, we’ll build you the custom learning path
matching your curriculum, and you’re good to go!

What do you need to start Eduten Playground?
Eduten Playground is a web application, which means you use it with a web browser on any
modern computer, laptop or tablet. A stable Internet connection is also highly recommended.
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Free Pilot
We are looking for forward-thinking schools to participate in a global study of
digital learning tools with University of Turku, Finland. Your school would use Eduten
Playground for 4 - 6 weeks; afterwards, the university's pedagogical experts write a
detailed report about the results of the pilot.
GOInternational provides training for teachers and certificates for all participants.
The research pilot for a limited number of classes is delivered to you, free of charge.
Contact person: Hang Do
Delivery Manager
hang@gointernational.fi
+358 40 139 5199

Le Bich Ngoc
Educational Expert
lebichngoc33@gmail.com
+84 936 933 389
Nguyen Tien Dat
CEO of Song Ngan (Partner in Vietnam)
namdatus@gmail.com
+84 980 189 5402

Transition your business into new global markets
GOI is a hybrid between a consultancy and GO-TO-Market Accelerator
providing Market Entry & Business Development as Service. Our mission is
to drive cross-border market entry and internationalise Finnish and Nordic
innovation to global markets.
Our offering includes products, service and solutions to all levels of
education from early childhood education and care to higher education and
professional development. Our expertise covers educational and learning
products – technologies, programs, applications, digital learning suites and
software, educational content and materials; services such as teacher
training, pedagogical and vocational programmes, and multi-functional
solutions in the physical and digital learning environments.
Visit gointernational.fi/edutech/ to learn more

Help students reach their academic potential
Eduten is a spin-off of University of Turku, Finland, a globally ranked top 1%
university. Eduten promotes a digital learning platform called Eduten Playground
to students all over the world. It is used in 34% of Finnish schools and supported
by the government. The University is responsible for pedagogy, research and
content, and Eduten operates the cloud platform, provides services and manages
the business.
Eduten Playground has been used by more than 50,000 students in Finnish
schools. We have started to expand across the globe and we can’t wait to see
where it will take us next! So far Eduten Playground has been used by 300,000
students and teachers in 33 countries since 2011.
Will you join us on our journey to discover the future of learning?

For more information on Eduten Playground, please visit https://www.eduten.com/ or
http://www.finlandmath.com/

